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YEAR

2020

IN A NUTSHELL
MOOMINS SAVE
THE BALTIC SEA

592 092
euros raised by #OURSEA,
the joint campaign of John Nurminen
Foundation and Moomin Characters.

Sea of Memories
This project collected the Finns’ Baltic Sea
memories, and the memories of those who had
given their consent were delivered to the archives
of the Finnish Literature Society, where they will
complement our cultural heritage.
The goal of the Sea of Memories project is to
open up new vistas to the images and beliefs people
hold of the sea, and to encourage Finns to think
about their relationship with the Baltic Sea. The
project created an exhibition, which has been on
display in e.g. the Citycenter mall and
the Central Library Oodi.

© Moomin Characters ™

MAJOR EXHIBITION AT SATAKUNTA MUSEUM FEATURES
MAPS FROM THE JOHN NURMINEN FOUNDATION
The Kartalla ollaan (on the map) exhibition, which will open in the beginning
of December, introduces its visitors to maps and the history of cartography, all
the way from the 15th century to modern times.

Image: Juha Nurminen's collections

On display will be maps, atlases, globes, and materials related to expeditions
from the collections of the John Nurminen Foundation, and objects related to
cartography from the National Land Survey of Finland.

BALTIC SEA DAY
On 27 August, the last Thursday in August
– i.e. the Baltic Sea Day

150

more than
events and activities honouring the Baltic
Sea were organised by

DIGIMUSEO.FI AMONGST
THE 12 BEST WEBSITES
In May Digimuseo, a joint project of the John
Nurminen Foundation and Museoliitto, opened
its doors.

12

The site was voted amongst the best
in
Finland in the Finnish Web Awards competition.

150

more than
partners and the large
number of citizens who
took part in the activities.
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ITÄMEREN TARINA

JUHA NURMINEN RECEIVES
DIVER OF THE YEAR AWARD
In August 2020, Juha Nurminen,
the founder and chairman of the board of
the John Nurminen Foundation,
was granted the

During the week of the Baltic
Sea Day, the Foundation
published Marjo T.
Nurminen’s book
Itämeren tarina.

Diver of the Year 2019
award

The Swedish edition of
the book was sold out
in record time.

FINNISH LUONTO-LIITTO’S BALTIC SEA AMBASSADORS
ANCHOR DOWN IN SCHOOLS

56

visits done in the year 2020.
Visits reached out to a total of

1000

youths.

CLEAN BALTIC SEA PROJECTS

5 new Clean Baltic Sea projects
FERTILIZER SHIPPING
PROJECT

COASTAL REED PROJECT

Survey of the major discharge risks related to
the largest fertilizer harbours of the Baltic Sea.

m3 of reeds
delivered for further utilization.

VANTAANJOKI GYPSUM PROJECT

SATAKUNTA NUTRIENT
RECYCLING PROJECT

3615
ha of gypsum-treated fields, of which

78

ha with natural gypsum.

387

1000
kg of phosphorus moved from fields
with a nutrient surplus to areas that
have a nutrient deficiency.

The gypsum treatment is estimated to reduce
phosphorus leaching from the River Vantaa
catchment area by

GYPSUM INITIATIVE

8 500 - 10 500

Survey of opportunities to use gypsum
treatment in four different countries.

kg in 2018–2025.

SEABASED

BALTIC FISH

pilots launched with the goal of reducing the
internal load of the sea, e.g. treating Kolkanlahti in
Naantali with phosphorus-retaining limestone.

fish stock management launched
in Norrbotten and Gotland in Sweden.
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GREETINGS FROM THE CEO

A YEAR OF BREAKTHROUGHS

THIS YEAR’S FOGGY OUTLOOK of the future has hardly
slowed us down at all. On the contrary, even in a challenging environment, we have succeeded in making Baltic Sea
protection history on many fronts. The results speak for
themselves. We are about to complete the final reports for
the Local Fishing and River Vantaa Gypsum projects. Fish
stock management and the gypsum treatment of fields are
both important new initiatives in Baltic Sea protection. We
have managed to not only reduce the nutrient load of the
sea, but also kickstart and promote major societal change:
together with other stakeholders of the sector, we have
managed to commercialize fish stock management in
the Baltic Sea. What we started in Finland is now moving
forward in Sweden with the Baltic Fish project.
Meanwhile, the River Vantaa Gypsum project, implemented in cooperation with the Ministry of the Environment and project partners, is spearheading the wider deployment of gypsum: this measure, now implemented on
a wider scale in Southwest Finland with funding from the
Ministry of the Environment, is also taken beyond the borders of Finland in the Gypsum Initiative project. Research
has shown that gypsum is the most efficient first aid measure to tackle nutrient discharges from agriculture; for us
working for the Baltic Sea, it gives us extra time to search
for other measures to curb nutrient loads from agriculture.
By trying new things and scaling them up we can achieve
great results. Many Baltic Sea actions are also climate actions, and one example of these is eating fish that is caught
sustainably from the Baltic Sea. Another example of benefitting both the sea and the Earth is the Coastal Reed
Project, launched together with Metsähallitus this autumn.
The project’s objective is to recycle the nutrients of reed
growths from eutrophicated coastal waters to land. At the
same time, we promote the sustainable and versatile use
of renewable reed mass as a raw ingredient that replaces
peat, and support the protection of nature’s biodiversity.
Based on experiences from the pilot, plans are to expand
the operations in the coming years.

Cross-border cooperation is a prerequisite of Baltic Sea
protection. In the Fertilizer Shipping project, we tackle a
major source of discharges in cooperation with stakeholders
of the field. In June, together with our Swedish partners,
we piloted a new method that aims at retaining phosphorus permanently in the bottom sediment with limestone.
Before summer we launched the three-year Sustainable
Biogas project, which seeks to reduce the impact of biogas production on the waterways. At the time of writing,
we and the City of Helsinki have just completed the BEST
project, which identified not only best practices, but also
glaring deficiencies in the treatment of harmful substances.
Our corona year cultural deed was Digimuseo.fi, launched
in May in cooperation with the Finnish Museums Association
and allowing us to browse museum exhibits safely from our
living room couches. Currently, the museum features four
pilots, including the maritime collection of the Foundation,
but already next year we will have a plethora of new content
to fill the limitless walls of Digimuseo. This is something
we are particularly excited about: it is, once again, a new
initiative and a breakthrough that we have had the pleasure and honour to be brainstorming and implementing.
In August, we celebrated Baltic Sea Day, now with already
more than 150 partners – merely a year after launching this
celebration dedicated to the sea.
It is the duty of our generation and the mission of this
Foundation to save the Baltic Sea and its heritage for future
generations. I would like to extend my warmest thanks for
the year, and wish all our partners a peaceful and restful
Christmas time.
Annamari Arrakoski-Engardt
Managing Director, John Nurminen Foundation
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COASTAL REED PROJECT LAUNCHED IN
KIRKKONUMMI – MOWING HAS A POSITIVE
IMPACT ON THE BALTIC SEA, THE CLIMATE,
AND ON HERITAGE LANDSCAPES

Image: Ilkka Vuorinen

The new John Nurminen Foundation and Metsähallitus joint project improves the
status of the Baltic Sea by mowing and removing growths of the common reed. At
the same time, we promote the utilization of renewable reed mass as a raw material
that replaces peat, and protect heritage landscapes and the diversity of nature.
The project was kicked off with reed mowing in Kirkkonummi in late September.
MOWING REEDS is a proven method to protect the wellbeing
of the sea. A thick reed growth retains significant volumes of
nutrients that cause eutrophication in the Baltic Sea.
“In waterway protection, the cost efficiency of reed mowing is
on a par with most efficient domestic methods, such as fish stock
management in marine areas. In this project, the reed biomass
is not only removed from the shores: we also create added value for it through commercial utilization. When all this is added
up, the end result is even more positive", says Mikko Peltonen,
Project Manager from the John Nurminen Foundation.
A reed growth of one hectare can contain 10 kg of phosphorus, 100 kg of nitrogen, and more than 2 tonnes of carbon.
“Other than fishing, we do not have many cost-efficient
means to remove the phosphorus and nitrogen that is already in
the marine environment, causing eutrophication. The planned
utilization of common reed growths that have expanded as a
consequence of eutrophication could be one such method.
Calculated per unit of area, phosphorus can be removed at 200
times the volume reached by collecting masses of blue-green
algae in the summer", says Seppo Knuuttila, Senior Research
Scientist at the Finnish Environment Institute.
Reed mass harvesting and utilization has positive outcomes
also for the climate, as it can replace peat, which generates heavy
carbon emissions, and rock wool, which is manufactured from
non-renewable raw materials.

MOWING PROTECTS HERITAGE LANDSCAPES
AND THE DIVERSITY OF NATURE
The Coastal Reed Project kicked off in Kirkkonummi, in the
treasured Norra Fladet heritage landscape.

Norra Fladet is part of the bird waters protection program,
and constitutes an exceptionally valuable bird wetland. With
reed mowing, the former sea shore meadows, taken over by
reeds, and their birdlife can be restored. The work has been especially beneficial to waders, who need places to rest, as well
as dabbling ducks and geese.
When impenetrable reed thickets are opened up, this also
adds to the recreational use options of the coastline, and brings
back already lost heritage landscapes.

GOAL: PROCESS REED MASSES FURTHER ON
MARKET TERMS
We have for quite some time known of the benefits of reed mowing, but activities have so far been project-based and rather small
in scale. The key bottlenecks that prevent reed mowing involve
harvesting technologies and logistics.
The objective of the Coastal Reed Project is to accelerate the
utilization and further processing of the reed mass; to boost harvesting entrepreneurship; and to build business models in a way
that allow us to utilize reeds sustainably and in a market-driven
manner in the future.
Reeds from the John Nurminen Foundation and Metsähallitus joint project are transferred to Kiteen Mato ja Multa Oy for
further processing.
“The reed mass can be further processed and used e.g. as
drying agent for compost, or in growing substrates for gardeners
and berry farmers”, explains Aimo Turunen from Kiteen Mato
ja Multa Oy. Based on the experiences from this autumn's pilot,
we will plan how to expand the project next summer.
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Integrity, responsibility for
the environment and the sea,
and tangible actions were all
weighty reasons behind our
decision to cooperate with the
John Nurminen Foundation”
– TOMMI UKSILA,
CLIMECON OY

Climecon Oy, a Finnish indoor
air solution manufacturer and
seller with more than 35 years
of experience, achieved carbon
neutrality in early 2020.

Image: Lasse Hendriks
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THE BALTIC SEA DAY, ORGANISED BY THE
JOHN NURMINEN FOUNDATION, CELEBRATED
BY SCORES OF PEOPLE ALL AROUND
THE BALTIC SEA
On 27 August, the last Thursday in August – i.e. Baltic Sea Day – more than 100
events were organised and dozens of activities completed in honour of the Baltic
Sea, made possible by the more than 150 partners and the large number of
citizens who took part in the event. Amongst other things, the Day's programme
featured culture, inspiring talks, environmental activities, feasting on Baltic
delicacies, and learning those always important swimming and lifesaving skills.
THIS YEAR, the Baltic Sea Day was celebrated almost on the
entire coastline of Finland, from Hamina all the way to Siikalatva.
In Turku, everyone was given the challenge to eat sustainable
fish; Baltic Sea themes were discussed in the Europe Forum;
jazz music was enjoyed, and the bottom of the Aura River was
cleaned by divers. At the Tampere Postal Museum, letters to
the Baltic Sea were written, while at the Hamina Town Museum
visitors travelled to the world of Tiny Roach; in Siikalatva, The
Plunge was taken after reed mowing, and in Kotka, folks gathered to the Baltic Sea Village and learned about eels at Maritime
Centre Vellamo. Wonderful virtual events were also organised
on Baltic Sea Day, and some of them continue to be available
on the Baltic Sea Day website.
On Baltic Sea Day, we declared our love for our delicate home
sea also through action. On the day of the celebration, hundreds
of thousands of fish meals were served all around Finland, and
people were encouraged to pick up thrash with various challenges and competitions. Even Sauli Niinistö, the President of
Finland, joined in and reminded us of the importance of our sea,
encouraging us to protect the Baltic Sea on his Twitter account.
The John Nurminen Foundation launched the Baltic Sea
Day on 29 August 2019. The Baltic Sea Day is celebrated
annually on the last Thursday of August with various events
and rallies. The goal of the theme day is to highlight important marine themes, and encourage people to take
concrete action for the Baltic Sea. The Day celebrates the
versatility and immeasurable value of the Sea. Moreover,
the celebration seeks to disseminate information on marine nature, culture, and history.

In addition to Finnish cities and organisations, the Baltic Sea
Day was celebrated in Sweden, Russia, and Estonia. In Stockholm, people could learn of how water is treated at wastewater
treatment plants, admire the organisms of the Baltic Sea, and
take a Crowd Plunge in honour of the Baltic Sea. In Tallinn, people learned about Baltic Sea friendly recipes, cleaned up shores,
and read fairy tales. In Russia, a Baltic Sea wide food festival was
organised, amongst other things, and sailing boats took part in
the Baltic Sea regatta.

LIITY MUKAAN
Next year, the Baltic Sea Day will again be celebrated on the last
Thursday in August, on 26.8.2021, with an even more extensive
programme. You can participate in the day in many ways: you can
organise an event, or complete a Baltic Sea activity. We build the
Baltic Sea Day together! Participation is free and open for all.

LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE BALTIC
SEA DAY AND SIGN UP:
www.itämeripäivä.fi
www.östersjödagen.fi
www.balticseaday.fi

In 2021, Baltic Sea Day will once again be celebrated
on the last Thursday in August, i.e. on 26 August 2021.
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THE BALTIC SEA NEEDS GIFTS:
JOHN NURMINEN FOUNDATION’S CHRISTMAS
CAMPAIGN BRINGS HOPE OF A BRIGHTER
FUTURE FOR THE BALTIC SEA
THE JOHN NURMINEN FOUNDATION CHRISTMAS CAMPAIGN for the Baltic Sea is now underway. The campaign raises
funds for the work to protect the Baltic Sea and its heritage. The
campaign’s theme is: “The Baltic Sea Needs gifts – we don't." A
donation to the John Nurminen Foundation’s Baltic Sea work is
an intangible and ethical Christmas gift with which companies
can join the effort to save the Baltic Sea for future generations.
The Christmas gift from an individual company will increase the
total sum raised, which will be used in efficient measures to build
a better future for the Baltic Sea.
We have opened a dedicated donation page for companies at
www.johnnurmisensaatio.fi/en/christmas. Companies participating in the campaign will have the campaign’s Thank you
materials at their disposal: these can be used this Christmas
to acknowledge and thank important stakeholders. You can
also make a Christmas donation on the Foundation’s Clean Baltic Sea pages: www.puhdasmeri.fi/en/.
On the pages, donors can choose the piece they wish to save,
for example in the vicinity of the gift recipient’s favourite site. A
piece of the Baltic Sea is an excellent gift for those who already
have it all. The smiling faces in the campaign’s main image remind
us that work for the Baltic Sea is work that benefits us all. Jani
Toivola, a versatile leader in society, Hanne Kettunen, known as
Valeäiti, and musician Ilkka Alanko have agreed to be the faces
of the Christmas campaign. Companies, organisations and other entities who participate in the Christmas campaign will have
an extensive communications package at their disposal: with
the package, they can invite their own stakeholders to become
friends of the Baltic Sea.

IT IS NOT YET TOO LATE
Erkki Salo, Fundraising Director at the John Nurminen Foundation, describes the Christmas campaign as follows: We are
steadfast in our work for the future of the Baltic Sea. We are well
acquainted with the problems of the Baltic Sea, but we do not let
them discourage us: on the contrary, we have this year launched
a record number of new projects for the Baltic Sea. Even though
the Baltic Sea suffers from eutrophication, and climate change
accelerates its problems, we should also remember that we have
achieved astounding, tangible, and measurable results through
our projects. Without this work the status of the Baltic Sea would
be much worse. This is why we want to bring hope to Christmas
and remind everyone that it is not yet too late.”
“Christmas is the time for gifts. Many of us are happier giving presents than receiving them, and this was the starting point
of the campaign’s theme. Christmas is also the time for good
deeds. In Finland alone there are many initiatives you can donate
to. At the John Nurminen Foundation, we provide an alternative
for those who wish to think of the Baltic Sea at Christmas time.
Through us, you can give an ethical Christmas gift that supports
tangible, measurable, impactful and long-term work for the Baltic Sea”, says Salo.
SIGN YOUR COMPANY UP AT:
www.johnnurmisensaatio.fi/en/christmas
SAVE A PIECE OF THE BALTIC SEA:
www.puhdasmeri.fi/en
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#OURSEA
– WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED
WITH THE FUNDS
Thanks to everyone who has already participated in the
#OURSEA campaign! Funds donated to the Moomin Characters’ and
John Nurminen Foundation’s #OURSEA campaign, which is inspired
by the Moomin stories, are used to save the Baltic Sea and its heritage.
THE CAMPAIGN WILL CONTINUE until after the summer of
2021, but already now the Finnish John Nurminen Foundation
has used the funds accrued in the #OURSEA campaign to launch
new projects, solve the knotty problems of the Baltic Sea, and
expand its current operations.

regionally, particularly in the Western and Bothnian regions of
Finland. The pilot, launched in spring 2020, aims at improving
the regional nutrient balance of food production, and reducing
nutrient discharges to the Baltic Sea.

SEA OF MEMORIES PROJECT
This year, the #OURSEA donations have supported e.g.
the following projects:
•
•
•
•

Fertilizer Shipping project
Manure Recycling pilot
Sea of Memories project
Coastal Reed project

FERTILIZER SHIPPING PROJECT
Marine transportation of fertilizers involves a considerable risk
of nutrient discharges, evident in the entire Baltic Sea region.
These nutrient discharges, which eutrophicate the Baltic Sea,
are linked to the loading and unloading of fertilizers at harbour,
and cleaning the holds of ships that carry fertilizers in the open
sea. The project seeks to find solutions to these challenges together with other stakeholders such as harbours, fertilizer manufacturers, and cities.

The goal of the Sea of Memories project is to open up new vistas
to the images and beliefs people hold of the sea, and to encourage Finns to think about their relationship with the Baltic Sea.
The project collects the Finns’ Baltic Sea memories. Making
people aware of the story of the sea and its history is important,
since this makes it easier to understand why the Baltic Sea, a sea
that is one of its kind, must also be protected.

COASTAL REED PROJECT
The new John Nurminen Foundation and Metsähallitus joint
project improves the status of the Baltic Sea by mowing and
removing growths of the common reed. At the same time, we
promote the use of the renewable reed mass as a raw material
that can replace peat. In addition to helping the Baltic Sea and
the climate, reed mowing promotes the versatility of Finnish
nature and our heritage landscapes.

SATAKUNTA MANURE RECYCLING PILOT
One of the greatest problems that increases nutrient discharges
from agriculture, consequently accelerating the eutrophication of
the Baltic Sea, is manure from livestock production accumulating

Let’s save #OURSEA together
– join us and make a donation:
www.oursea.fi

Image: © Moomin Characters ™
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For 35 years already, the Baltic Sea has been my
playground. The cold winters have made even
snowboarding on the Baltic Sea possible, and the
warm summers have me jumping to the sea from
the cliffs. Of course, I also have warm memories of
childhood boating trips to the nearby archipelago
with my family. I very much hope my kids can also
enjoy a clean Baltic Sea, and the possibilities and
experiences it offers.
Today, the Baltic Sea is one of the most polluted
seas in the world, but the game is not over yet! The
John Nurminen Foundation is doing everything it
can to save the Baltic Sea, and each and every one
of us can support their operations by becoming a
monthly donor.
- EERO ETTALA,
SNOWBOARDER AND HOST

Become a monthly donor,
and save the Baltic Sea and
its heritage:
www.johnnurmisensaatio.fi/en/donate/

Image: Pasi Salminen
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WE SAVE SAVE THE BALTIC SEA AND ITS
HERITAGE FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.

Image: philipp-deus, unsplash.com

John Nurminen Foundation
Pasilankatu 2
00240 Helsinki
www.johnnurminenfoundation.com
info@jnfoundation.fi
@johnnurmisensaatio

@johnnurmisensaatio

@jnurmisensaatio
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